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1 Abstract
Small satellite buses offer an economical platform for optical payload. However, the smaller buses struggle to provide the thermal stability that high performance optical payloads typically require. Thermal modeling can be performed through thermal modeling software and active thermal control systems, but these add additional costs and complexity. An economical and lightweight alternative often considered for small satellites is the high thermal stability and lightweight of graphite. This study considered graphite; however, the high thermal expansion of graphite requires an additional heat spreader to maintain optical performance and requires additional volume, mass, and power; or by decreasing the optical instrument's sensitivity to thermal control requiring additional volume, mass, and power, which only decreases the optical performance. The goal of this study is to provide an optimal material for a small satellite to maintain optical performance and allow for in-space assembly and alignment while minimizing thermal variation sensitivity. The material selection for a small satellite high-performance optical payload is evaluated using its manufacturing, integration, and assembly requirements. The material selection is to develop an optical telescope design for a small satellite that maximizes optical aperture and imaging performance while minimizing thermal variation sensitivity. The material trades evaluated the pro and cons of graphite converted beta-phase silicon carbide (SiC) due to its high thermal dimensional stability and its ability to maintain good optical performance.
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